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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Good and Bad Archives - The Case of Albert Guerin’s 1875 Black Hills Photographs
RAPID CITY, SD - The Journey Museum & Learning Center announces the next event in its Turtle Soup
Lecture Series, set for Friday, October 13th, titled “Good and Bad Archives - The Case of Albert Guerin’s
1875 Black Hills Photographs”. Former BHSU professor Robb Campbell combines the past with the
present in a discussion of how the “digital age” influenced historical archive processes.
“Good and Bad Archives - The Case of Albert Guerin’s 1875 Black Hills Photographs” begins at noon on October
13 in the Journey Museum & Learning Center’s upstairs library. In 1875, Albert Guerin released “Professor Jenny’s
Expedition to the Black Hills”, a series of photographs taken one year after Custer’s famous expedition. Campbell
will discuss how these photos relate to the founding of the computer application Mosaic.
Released in 1993, Mosaic became the first image browser for the World Wide Web. Mosaic is widely attributed with
introducing the Internet to a general audience, ushering in a “digital age” of society. Campbell links the creation of
Mosaic to the Jenney Expedition photographs in a program of archival history.
Robb Campbell has always been a historian, with degrees from Shattuck, Harvard, Augustana, and Kansas. A native
of Spearfish, he has worked and taught in many places, most recently a decade at Black Hills State University. He is
trained in environmental history and specializes in landscape, combining remote sensing with traditional historical
documents. He lives in Spearfish with his wife and two children.
Feed your mind and your belly with the Turtle Soup Lecture Series. Every Turtle Soup features a presentation on
historic figures who influenced Black Hills history and includes soup from Angel’s Catering.
Admission for Turtle Soups are included in the regular cost of admission to the Journey Museum & Learning
Center.
For more information and details about this event or other items, be sure to call (605) 394-6923 or email
visserv@journeymuseum.org.
The Journey Museum and Learning Center was established in 1997 and is conveniently located in downtown
Rapid City at 222 New York St, 2 blocks east of the Rushmore Plaza Civic Center right across from the Club for Boys.
Visit www.journeymuseum.org to find additional schedule information and ‘like’ us on Facebook!
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